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Abstract: The use of mobile applications has become an indispensable part of human interaction
and especially of urban life. This will lead to rapidly increasing numbers of applications and users
that make the development of mobile applications to one of the most promising fields in software
engineering. Due to short time-to-market, differing platforms and fast emerging technologies, mobile application development faces typical challenges where model-driven development (MDD) can
help. We present a modeling language and an infrastructure for the model-driven development of
native apps in Android and iOS. Our approach allows flexible app development on different abstraction levels: compact modeling of standard app elements such as standard data management and
increasingly detailed modeling of individual elements to cover specific behavior. Moreover, a kind
of variability modeling is supported such that apps variants for a range of user roles can be developed. Several apps including a mobile learning app, a conference app, and a museum guide with
augmented reality functionality demonstrate the usefulness of our approach.
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Introduction

An infrastructure for model-driven development (MDD) has a high potential for accelerating the development of software applications. While just modeling the application-specific
data structures, processes and layouts, runnable software systems can be generated. Hence,
MDD does not concentrate on technical details but lifts software development to a higher
abstraction level. The heart and soul of MDD is the domain-specific modeling language. It
comes along with a tool environment consisting of textual or visual model editors and appropriate code generators for the desired target platforms (as, e.g., Android and iOS). For
the development of our MDD infrastructure, we have chosen an agile bottom-up process
[VSRT15], starting with a domain analysis and feature identification of mobile applications, template extraction from re-implemented prototypes, and iterative language extension.
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Domain and approach

Mobile apps are developed for diverse purposes – from mere entertainment to serious
business applications. While focusing mainly on data-oriented business apps, our approach
allows to enrich them by entertainment and educational elements, or sensor and external
hardware access. A particular case is using the built-in camera to recognize objects and
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augment the live view with different types of virtual objects, which is called augmented
reality (AR) [GMG+15]. This feature is useful for industry applications as well as for apps
in education and tourism sectors.
Although there are already approaches to model-driven development of mobile apps such as
MD2 [HMK13], our contribution
differs considerably in design and
purpose of the language. Our
approach focuses on data-driven
apps with role-based variants (Figure 1). The entire approach has
three user roles: app developers
Fig. 1: Cross-platform generation of role-based apps
who create the application, providing users who may configure the application, and finally end users of the app.
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Modeling language, MDD infrastructure, and case studies

The general approach to the modeling language is component-based. An app model consists of a data model defining the underlying class structure, a GUI model containing
the definition of pages and style settings for the graphical user interface, and a process
model which defines the behavioral facilities of an app in the form of processes and tasks.
Provider models are instances of app models.
The Eclipse-based MDD infrastructure provides a visual model editor (including validation rules) and contains two code generators. In addition to the work presented in
[VTH+14] and [PIMAR], the MDD infrastructure has been evaluated at five differently
focused case studies showing the applicability and usefulness of the approach. Team members and students have created a conference app for the MoDELS’14 conference with conference organizers and participants as user roles, a learning app with teachers and learners
as user roles, a museum guide including AR-functionality with museum providers and
visitors as user roles, a control app for power sockets (SmartPlug), and a TV-Reminder.
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